In this paper, we consider single server queues with several groups and several classes of customers. We consider priority scheduling algorithms for the multiclass queues in which the server admits customers in each group into the service facility by 1-limited disciplines or by gated disciplines. Our objective is to show a method for deriving mean waiting times for these multiclass M/G/l queues. From the analysis of the busy periods, we investigate some linear structure inherent in the mean waiting times conditioned on the system state at each customer's arrival epoch. The steady state mean waiting times can be derived from the linear structure by using the Little's formula and the PASTA property.
Introduction
The gated disciplines operate as follows. The server opens the gate of the service facility at some time epoch in order to serve some of customers in the system. After admitting these customers into the service facility, the server closes its gate to prohibit the other customers from entering the service facility. After completing services of the customers in the service facility, the server again opens its gate to serve other waiting customers. Based on timings for opening the gate and rules for which customers may be admitted into the service facility, the following two types of gated disciplines have been investigated:
1. (Pure) gated disciplines. 2. Gated batch disciplines. For the pure gated disciplines, the server selects one of the stations and opens its gate, and then he admits all customers at the station at that time into the service facility and closes its gate. When all customers in the service facility complete their services, the server again selects one of the stations and opens its gate. These disciplines have been investigated in connection with polling systems [5] . We may also consider the gated disciplines for priority queues. For the gated batch disciplines, the server admits a customer into the service facility who arrives at the empty system and closes its gate. At his service completion epoch, the server again opens its gate to admit a 'batch' consists of all customers at the system at that time into the service facility. After completing their services, the server again opens its gate to admit a 'batch' consists of all customers at the system at that time into the service facility, and so forth [21] . The server serves customers in the service facility in a priority order in the gated batch priority discipline. A variation of the discipline where customers in the service facility are served in a processor sharing fashion has been analyzed [l, 181. The other type of the gated discipline called the 'binomial gated discipline' is investigated in connection with polling systems [15] . An interesting variant called the 'selfish scheduling algorithm' has been investigated by Kleinrock [l 31.
We consider priority scheduling algorithms with a mixture of 1-limited disciplines and gated disciplines. Customers in the system are classified into J groups. Group i has a higher priority than group 7 if i < j . Further group z consists of Li classes of customers (i = 1, --, J ) . According to the service disciplines adopted by the groups, they are classified into one of the following two types: 1-limited groups and gated groups. When a customer arrives at the empty system, the server immediately admits him into the service facility and then closes the gate. At his service completion epoch, the server selects a group with the highest priority and opens its gate in order to admit some of its customers into the service facility. If the selected group is the 1-limited group, one of the customers belonging to the group enters the service facility and then the gate is closed. If the selected group is the gated group, all customers belonging to the group at that time enter the service facility and then the gate is closed. The customers in the service facility are served according to a predetermined service order (FCFS or priority within the group). When their services are completed, the server again selects a group with the highest priority and opens its gate, and so on. If all groups are gated groups and Li = 1 for all groups (i = 1, --, J), the scheduling algorithm is a pure gated discipline (for priority queues). If the system consists of a gated group (J = l and L1 2 l), the scheduling algorithm is the gated batch (priority) discipline.
If all groups are 1-limited groups and Li = 1 for all groups (i = 1, ., J), the scheduling algorithm is an ordinary fixed priority discipline.
Analysis of priority queues has been accomplished by various methods. Cobham [4] solved a set of linear equations in order to obtain the mean waiting times. The method of supplementary variables is used to obtain the time dependent quantities [l l]. The LaplaceStieltjes transforms (LSTs) of the waiting time distributions are obtained by the method of embedded Markov chains [16] . Recently two met hods for investigating distributions of waiting times for priority queues with server vacations are appeared. One is the method presented in [14] in which the delay cycle analysis effectively gives the conditional LSTs of the waiting time distributions. The method can be used to analyze various types of priority queues [21, 221. The other is the met od presented in [20] in which the LSTs of the virtual waiting time dis utions are obtained by the 'level crossing analysis7. This method is also used to analyze G / l queues wit h preemp tion-dis t ance priorities [l 71. Although the Cobham's method for the mean waiting times is simple, these methods for the waiting time distributions are so complicated that we should study many stochastic arguments. Our objective is to show a method for mean waiting times of the multiclass M/G/l queues with mixtures of the 1-limited disciplines and the gated disciplines. We first define a stochastic process that represents the system states of the queues. We further define the mean waiting times conditioned on the system states at each customer's arrival epoch. Then we investigate some linear structure inherent in the conditional mean waiting times from the analysis of the busy periods. Similar linear structure can be found in the other multiclass M/G/l queues with feedbacks [10] . The steady state mean waiting times can be derived in a straightforward manner from the linear structure by using the Little's formula and the PASTA property.
These composite priority queues have been used to analyze programmable terminal control units 161. Recently, workgroup networking demands higher bandwidth as users increasingly share and access data across the network. More ~owerful workstations promote multiple classes of high-bandwidth networked applications using imaging, graphics, and multimedia. Switches are tools for increasing; bandwidth, controlling traffic, and dispelling congestion. Using switches enables us to preserve the investment in an existing LAN infras-port. There are two typical designs for the switch fabric [8, ' is one of these designs in which all ports are internally connected to all other ports. Another design is a 'shared bus (or bus-based)' in which an internal highspeed backplane is used to interconnect switch ports. These switches usually support packet priorities. Since packets at input ports can be transmitted one at a time through the shared bus, single server queues with multiple customer classes and priorities can be used to analyze effectiveness of scheduling algorithms at the shared bus when these scheduling algorithms do not quite affect behaviors of packets waiting for transmissions at output ports. Each class of application at each port corresponds to a class of customers. Behaviors of packets at the output ports of shared bus switches have been investigated in [2] , and behaviors of cross-point matrix switches have been investigated in [3, 121. When we design efficient packet transmissions under the prospective diversification of network service requirements, we should investigate the effects of their scheduling algorithms including various priorities and service orders of several types of packets on their system performances. This paper contributes to the quantitative evaluations of these scheduling algorithms.
Model Description
We consider multiclass M/G/ 1 queues. Customers in the system are classified into J groups.
Customers belonging to group i stay at station i (i = 1,. , J). Class a customers belonging to group i arrive at station i from outside the system according to a Poisson process with rate Aia > 0 ((i, a) E S). Since these arrival processes are assumed to be independent, the overall arrival process at station i is also a Poisson process with rate Li Ai = Aia, and the overall arrival process at the system is also a Poisson process with rate A = A;. A class a customer at station i is called an (i, a}-customer. A single server serves customers at these stations. Service times Sia of (l, a)-customers are independently, -identically and arbitrarily distributed with mean E[Siff] > 0 and second moment s2iff ((4 a) E S). Customers are served according to a predetermined scheduling algorithm defined below. After receiving services, they depart from the system. The arrival processes and the service times are assumed to be independent of each other. We define intensities pj and p: in the following manner:
Then we put the usual assumption that pf < 1.
The system is separated into two parts which are called the 'service facility' and the 'waiting rooms' of the stations. The server selects one of the stations at a time, and then opens its gate, which separates the service facility from its waiting room, in order to admit some customers in the station to the service facility. Then the server closes its gate and serves customers in the service facility until he empties it, and then selects another station and opens its gate. Since the gates of the stations that are not selected by the server are closed, all customers in such stations must wait for service at their waiting rooms. If there is at least a customer in the system, the server selects one of the stations to serve its customers.
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Once a customer begins a service, his service is not interrupted by other customers' (nonpreemptive). Hence, at any time epoch, customers in each station are classified into the following three types: e a cutomer being served, e customers in the service facility (who are not being served), and e customers in the waiting rooms.
Let R, R + , Z + be respectively a set of real numbers, a set of nonnegative real numbers, and a set of nonnegative integers. Then let ( K , a) denote the station-class pair of a customer being served and let r denote his remaining service time. Number of (i, a)-customers in the service facility (who are not being served) is denoted by gia
Z . X X z:. Number of (i, a)-customers in the waiting room is denoted by n b ((i, a) E S}. The vectors are denoted by n,
. , , J), and
a(t)) denote the station-class pair of a customer being served at time t and let r(t) denote his remaining service time at time t. The number of (i, a)-customers in the service facility at time t (who are not being served) is denoted by gia (t) and the number of (i, a)-customers in the waiting room at time t is denoted by ni&). Let g,(() (gia((
Each time interval from when the server opens the gate to admit some customers into the service facility until the first time when the server completes all of their services and again opens the gate is called a service period. Specifically, if we would like to specify the station selected by the server, we call the period 'the service period of the station'. Further if we would like to specify that a specific customer is scheduled to serve during the period, we call it 'his service period'. If the system becomes empty, the server becomes idle ( ( K , 
We denote a set of these periods of the stations by 77 EZ {O, 1, , J}.
Customers in the system are served according to a predetermined scheduling algorithm.
A scheduling algorithm is a set of decision rules determining which customer will next be serviced and for how long [13] . We will prescribe the scheduling algorithms according to the following specifications:
e Selection orders of the stations. e Customer selection rules when the server admits customers into the service facility. e Service orders of customers in the service facility. We consider priority selection orders of the stations for which group i has priority over group j if i < j . Then the server always selects a station (a group) with the highest priority among all non-empty stations. If a customer arrives at any empty system, the server selects to serve him immediately. The server should not be idle if there is at least a customer in the system (non-idling).
The customer selection rule for each station is either e 1-limited, or e gated. When the server selects one of the groups with the 1-limited discipline, one of customers belonging to the group enters the service facility at a time. A group with the 1-limited discipline is called a 1-limited group. If the server selects a 1-limited group with the FCFS discipline, he admits a customer into the service facility who has arrived at the station earliest of all customers within the group. 'HlF denotes the set of the 1-limited groups with the FCFS discipline. If the server selects a 1-limited group with the fixed priority discipline, he admits a customer into the service facility who has the highest priority among all customers at the station. A 1-limited group with the fixed priority discipline is decomposed into multiple 1-limited groups with the FCFS discipline. Hence, for the 1-limited groups, we only consider the FCFS discipline. When the server selects one of the groups with the gated discipline, all customers belonging to the group at this moment enter the service facility in batches at a time. A group with the gated discipline is called a gated group.
The service order of customers in the service facility is either FCFS order, or a fixed priority order. The 1-limited groups are not concerned with these orders. If the server selects one of the gated groups with the FCFS order, he serves all customers in the service facility in a first come first served order. 'Hgp denotes the set of the gated groups with the FCFS order. If the server selects one of the gated group with the fixed priority order, he serves all customers in the service facility according to a fixed priority order where class a customers in the group has priority over class j 3 customers in the group if a < j3. Customers in each class are served in a first come first served order. N a p denotes the set of the groups with the fixed priority order.
Let us consider the system operated under some fixed scheduling algorithm. The eth customer arrives from outside the system at epoch ae (e = 1,2, .). We denote him by ce. We specify information of the system at time t: Lit) {(jm(t), flm(t), sm(t) 
every customer in each of the 1-limited groups receives a service immediately on entering the service facility, the cost function Gia(Y, e) is always equal to zero for 1-limited group i.
For any e (= 1,2, m ) , the total waiting time that ce spends from when he arrives from outside the system until his service begins is given by where (X, l?) = (X(ae), H o e ) ) . Its expected value given that he arrives at the system in state Y = (j, p, K, a, r , g, n, L) E E is given by (Although there may be some redundancies in the definitions of these cost functions and the other quantities, they are prepared for further extensions of the system. See, for example,
Busy Periods of the System
Now we consider the system with any scheduling algorithm defined in Section 2 is in state First let us consider the case: k E 'Hiv. Let Bv;'lF) be a length of time lasting from time r until the first epoch after r when all of the following customers are cleared from the system: 1) customers who are in the service facility (including a customer in service) at T, 2) customers belonging among groups 1, -, k who are in the waiting room at r (except for a customer arriving at r ) , and 3) c(k -l)-customers. Its expected value conditioned on the system state Y at T is denoted by B(*!'lF)(y). Let Cl denote a set of customers who are in the service facility (including a customer in service) at r and customers belonging among groups 1, . , k who are in the waiting room a t r (except for a customer arriving at r ) . We can characterize algorithm SAp (after epoch r ) as follows. After completing a service of a customer in service, it begins services of customers in the service facility at r. 
1-limited groups.
We consider the 1-limited group j that adopts the FCFS discipline analysis of the last section, we have For the discipline, the customer immediately receives his service when his service period begins. Hence we have GjP(Y , e) = 0.
Gated groups.
We consider the gated group j ( j E '?&p U 'Mgp). ^g(-) has the same expression for any service order adopted by the group. From the analysis of the last section, we have
The expected waiting time G,@(-) of ce is different between service orders adopted by the group. First we consider the group that adopts the FCFS order. His waiting time G: a is a time to complete services of customers who are already in the group at his arrival epoch. Then for j E %F. Next we consider the group that adopts the fixed priority order. Since (j, /^-customers are served in first come first served order within their class, the waiting time G;0 of ce is a time to complete services of customers who are already in classes 1, -, Q -1 at station j at the beginning epoch of his service period and services of (j, /^-customers who are already in station j at his arrival epoch. Then for j G G.
Common structures of the expressions.
The cost functions derived above are shown to be linear combinations of ( r , g , n) of state for (j, (3) c S where ' denotes a transposition of a vector.
Then the cost functions defined by (2.3) and (2.6) of the system operated under the given scheduling algorithm are given by
The important thing to consider about these expressions is that the component (j, (3, r, g, n) of state Y is sufficient to derive values of the cost functions. Further each function is linear with respect to ( r , g , n).
. Steady State Values of the Cost Functions
We consider the system defined in Section 2. Although we have considered the system in arbitrary states, the system operated sufficiently long time may enter some steady state. 
5
,gJ}-, n E ("Â¥I, -,nJ), and Y ( X , f', K , of the state of the system are defined by We state the following three assumptions:
[A-l] The process Q is regenerative [19] , and the system is initially empty.
[A-21 E[NB\ < oo where NB is the number of customers served during a regenerative cycle.
[A-31 The customer average value (5.4) exists, and
The steady state average value V of remaining service times of customers 'being served is given by
We use the generalized Little's formula (H = \G) [7, 24, 251 
From the PASTA property [26, 271, we have For the notational simplicity, we define the following vectors and matrices. where piff7 via, <f>ia, cia, +ia and Oia ((i, a ) E S ) are defined in the last section (eqs. (4.8) and (4.9)). Then we arrive at the equations that determine steady state average values of the components of the system state n = {Vs + gR\ + nSl}A, g = {Vs, + gRi + nS2}A.
Or equivalently, we have where 0 G RJcxJc is a zero matrix. For example, we consider a packet switching local area network where 3 users (classes) who transmit packets with 4 priority groups are connected through a switch. For a gated group, all packets of all users are admitted into the service facility at a time. Further if packets in the service facility belong to a gated group with the priority order, user l's packets have the highest priority and user 3's packets have the lowest priority. Since the average waiting times of packets in each 1-limited group with the FCFS discipline or in each gated group with the FCFS order are identical, their graphs in Figure 1 are overlapped. If we would like to minimize the waiting times of packets with priority, we will adopt Model 2. On the other hand, if we would like to give a prioritized service maintaining certain degree of fairness, we will adopt Model 1.
Conclusions
We have investigated the multiclass M/G/l queues with a mixture of the 1-limited disciplines and the gated disciplines. The average waiting times of customers and the average numbers of customers are obtained.
Our approach takes four steps to obtain steady state values of these systems performance measures. First, we define the system states and the stochastic process associated with them, and then define the system performance measures as cost function-S (conditional expectations) of the system states. The cost functions Wia{-, e) and Gic, [', e) ((i, a ) G S) denote the conditional expected waiting time of the eth customer in the waiting room and his conditional expected waiting time in the service facility, respectively. Second, we analyze busy periods. Third, from their analysis we derive the expressions of the cost functions for every station-class pair and for every service discipline. The important things to consider about these expressions are that the component (j,/3, r,g, n ) of system state Y = (j, (3, K , a, r, g, n, L) G Â is sufficient to derive these values and that each function is linear with respect to (r, g, n ) . Finally, we evaluate their steady state values. Since these values are expressed in matrix forms, an algorithm for yielding their actual values can be easily constructed.
